
Graphic Novels & Comic Books 
Cardboard by Doug TenNapel: After Cam's down-and-out father gives him a cardboard box for his birthday, they fashion it into 

a man that magically comes to life, but things spin wildly out of control when the neighborhood bully steals a scrap of the 

cardboard to create creatures that promptly disobey his orders and multiply into an unruly army.  (Gr. 5+) Call #: GN CAR 

Doctor Who by Andy Diggle: The Doctor, the last of the Time Lords, survivor of the Great Time War, and along with his loyal 

companions, he stops oppression, darkness, and evil from spreading throughout the galaxies.  (Gr. 5+) Call #: COM 

The Infernal Devices. 1, Clockwork Angel by Cassandra Clare: When sixteen-year-old orphan Tessa Fell's older brother 

suddenly vanishes, her search for him leads her into Victorian-era London's dangerous supernatural underworld, and when she 

discovers that she herself is a Downworlder, she must learn to trust the demon-killing Shadowhunters if she ever wants to 

learn to control her powers and find her brother.  (Gr. 9+) Call #: GN INF v. 1 

Naruto by Masashi Kishimoto: As Sasuke delves deep into his own past to reveal how his ideal big brother, Itachi, became the 

feared ninja he is today, Naruto is drawn into a bloody battle with his best friend. Narutos about to find out that being close to 

an Uchiha brother could be his downfall in more ways than one. (Gr. 7+) Call #: GN NAR 

A Wrinkle in Time: The Graphic Novel adapted by Hope Larson: A graphic novel adaptation of the classic tale in which Meg 

Murry and her friends become involved with unearthly strangers and a search for Meg's father, who has disappeared while 

engaged in secret work for the government.  (Gr. 7+) Call #: GN MAD 

Historical Fiction 
Code Name Verity by Elizabeth Wein: In 1943, a British fighter plane crashes in Nazi-occupied France and the survivor tells a 

tale of friendship, war, espionage, and great courage as she relates what she must to survive while keeping secret all that she 

can. (Gr. 8+) Call #: YA WEI 

Fever, 1793 by Laurie Halse Anderson:  In 1793 Philadelphia, sixteen-year-old Matilda Cook, separated from her sick mother, 

learns about perseverance and self-reliance when she is forced to cope with the horrors of a yellow fever epidemic. (Gr. 7+) 

Call #: YA AND 

The Kite Rider by Geraldine McCaughrean: In thirteenth-century China, after trying to save his widowed mother from a 

horrendous second marriage, twelve-year-old Haoyou has life-changing adventures when he takes to the sky as a circus kite 

rider and ends up meeting the great Mongol ruler Kublai Khan.  (Gr. 5+) Call #: YA McC 

A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park: When the Sudanese civil war reaches his village in 1985, eleven-year-old Salva 

becomes separated from his family and must walk with other Dinka tribe members through southern Sudan, Ethiopia, and 

Kenya in search of safe haven. Based on the life of Salva Dut, who, after emigrating to America in 1996, began a project to dig 

water wells in Sudan.  (Gr. 6+) Call #: JF PAR, ebook available 

The Miner’s Daughter by Gretchen Moran Laskas: Sixteen-year-old Willa, living in a Depression-era West Virginia mining 

town, works hard to help her family, experiences love and friendship, and finds an outlet for her writing when her family 

becomes part of the Arthurdale, West Virginia, community supported by Eleanor Roosevelt.  (Gr. 6+) Call #: WV LAS 
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Mystery & Thrillers 
Confessions of a Murder Suspect by James Patterson:  Tandy Angel is, along with her brothers, a suspect in their parents' 

murder but having grown up under Malcolm and Maud Angel's perfectionist demands, Tandy decides she must clear the family 

name no matter what.  (Gr. 7+) Call #: YA PAT 

Mind Games by Kiersten White: Seventeen-year-old Fia and her sister, Annie, are trapped in a school that uses young female 

psychics and mind readers as tools for corporate espionage--and if Fia doesn't play by the rules of their deadly game, Annie 

will be killed. (Gr. 7+) Call #: YA WHI, ebook available 

The Name of the Star by Maureen Johnson: Rory, of Boueuxlieu, Louisiana, is spending a year at a London boarding school 

when she witnesses a murder by a Jack the Ripper copycat and becomes involved with the very unusual investigation.  (Gr. 6+) 

Call #: YA JOH, ebook available 

Shelter by Harlan Coben: After tragic events tear Mickey Bolitar away from his parents, he is forced to live with his estranged 

Uncle Myron and switch high schools, where he finds both friends and enemies, but when his new girlfriend, Ashley, vanishes, 

he follows her trail into a seedy underworld that reveals she is not what she seems to be. (Gr. 7+) Call #: YA COB, ebook 

available 

The Silence of Murder by Dandi Daley Mackall: Sixteen-year-old Hope must defend her developmentally disabled older 

brother (who has not spoken a word since he was nine) when he is accused of murdering a beloved high school baseball coach. 

(Gr. 10+) ebook  only 

Humor 
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-time Indian by Sherman Alexie: Budding cartoonist Junior leaves his troubled school on 

the Spokane Indian Reservation to attend an all-white farm town school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. (Gr. 

7+) Call #: YA ALE 

An Abundance of Katherines by John Green: Having been recently dumped for the nineteenth time by a girl named Katherine, 

recent high school graduate and former child prodigy Colin sets off on a road trip with his best friend to try to find some new 

direction in life while also trying to create a mathematical formula to explain his relationships.  (Gr. 9+) Call #: YA GRE,   

ebook available 

The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks by E. Lockhart: Sophomore Frankie starts dating senior Matthew 

Livingston, but when he refuses to talk about the all-male secret society that he and his friends belong to, Frankie infiltrates 

the society in order to enliven their mediocre pranks.  (Gr. 7+) Call #: YA LOC, ebook available 

The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adam: Escaping Earth just before it is demolished to make way for a new 

galactic highway, reluctant galactic traveler Arthur Dent embarks on a series of off-beat and occasionally extraterrestrial 

journeys, accompanied by a variety of unusual companions.  (Gr. 9+) Call #: SF ADAMS, DOUGLAS, ebook available 

Angus, Thongs and Full-frontal Snogging by Louise Rennison:  Presents the humorous journal of a year in the life of a 

fourteen-year-old British girl who tries to reduce the size of her nose, stop her mad cat from terrorizing the neighborhood 

animals, and win the love of handsome hunk Robbie. (Gr. 7+) Call #: YA REN, ebook available 
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Romance 
Delirium by Lauren Oliver: Lena looks forward to receiving the government-mandated cure that prevents the delirium of love 

and leads to a safe, predictable, and happy life, until ninety-five days before her eighteenth birthday and her treatment, she 

falls in love. (Gr. 8+) Call #: YA OLI, ebook available 

Eleanor & Park by Rainbow Rowell: Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed misfits-

smart enough to know that first love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate enough to try. (Gr. 7+) Call #: YA ROW 

The Fault in Our Stars by John Green:  Sixteen-year-old Hazel, a stage IV thyroid cancer patient, has accepted her terminal di-

agnosis until a chance meeting with a boy at cancer support group forces her to reexamine her perspective on love, loss, and 

life.  (Gr. 8+) Call #: YA GRE, ebook available 

Just One Day by Gayle Forman:  Sparks fly when American good girl Allyson encounters laid-back Dutch actor Willem, so she 

follows him on a whirlwind trip to Paris, upending her life in just one day and prompting a year of self-discovery and the search 

for true love.  (Gr. 8+) Call # YA FOR, ebook available 

The Moon and More by Sarah Dessen: During her last summer at home before leaving for college, Emaline begins a whirlwind 

romance with Theo, an assistant documentary filmmaker who is in town to make a movie.  (Gr. 6+) ebook only 

 Non-Fiction 
Bomb: The Race to Build and Steal the World’s Most Dangerous Weapon by Steve Sheinkin: Recounts the scientific 

discoveries that enabled atom splitting, the military intelligence operations that occurred in rival countries, and the work of 

brilliant scientists hidden at Los Alamos. .  (Gr. 5+) Call #: J 623.451 SHE 

Courage Has No Color: The True Story of the Triple Nickles, America’s First Black Paratroopers by Tanya Lee Stone: Examines 

the role of African-Americans in the military through the history of the Triple Nickles, America's first black paratroopers, who 

fought against attacks perpetrated on the American West by the Japanese during World War II. (Gr. 5+) ebook only 

The Dark Game: True Spy Stories by Paul B. Janeczko: In this fascinating collection, Paul B. Janeczko probes such stories as 

that of Elizabeth Van Lew, an aristocrat whose hatred of slavery drove her to be one of the most successful spies in the Civil 

War; the "Choctaw code talkers," Native Americans who were instrumental in sending secret messages during World War I; 

the staggering engineering behind a Cold War tunnel into East Berlin to tap Soviet phones (only to be compromised by a Soviet 

mole); and many more famous and less-known examples. Colorful personalities, daring missions, the feats of the loyal, and the 

damage of traitors are interspersed with a look at the technological advances that continue to change the rules of gathering 

intelligence. (Gr. 5+) Call #: J 327.73 JAN 

How They Croaked by Georgia Bragg: A look at the deaths of several famous people throughout history and the circumstances 

surrounding those deaths. (Gr. 5+) Call #: J 920 BRA 

Imprisoned: The Betrayal of Japanese Americans during World War II by Martin W. Sandler: Taking readers inside life in the 

Japanese-American internment camps created during World War II, this in-depth look at a troubling period of American history 

sheds light on the prejudices in today's world and provides the historical context now needed to prevent similar abuses of 

power.  (Gr. 5+) Call #: J 940.53 
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Science Fiction & Fantasy 
Anna Dressed in Blood by Kendare Blake: For three years, seventeen-year-old Cas Lowood has carried on his father's work of 

dispatching the murderous dead, traveling with his kitchen-witch mother and their spirit-sniffing cat, but everything changes 

when he meets Anna, a girl unlike any ghost he has faced before. (Gr. 6+) Call #: YA BLA 

Circus Galacticus by  Deva Fagan: Trix's life in boarding school as an orphan charity case has been hard but when an alluring 

young Ringmaster invites her, a gymnast, to join Circus Galacticus she gains an entire universe of deadly enemies and potential 

friends, along with a chance to unravel secrets of her own past.  (Gr. 8+) Call #: YA FAG 

The Diviners by Libba Bray: Seventeen-year-old Evie O'Neill is thrilled when she is exiled from small-town Ohio to New York 

City in 1926, even when a rash of occult-based murders thrusts Evie and her uncle, curator of The Museum of American 

Folklore, Superstition, and the Occult, into the thick of the investigation.  (Gr. 8+) Call #: YA BRA 

The Maze Runner by James Dashner: Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no memory in the middle of a maze and realizes 

he must work with the community in which he finds himself if he is to escape.  (Gr. 6+) Call #: YA DAS, ebook available 

Ready Player One by Ernest Cline: Immersing himself in a mid-twenty-first-century technological virtual utopia to escape an 

ugly real world of famine, poverty, and disease, Wade Watts joins an increasingly violent effort to solve a series of puzzles by 

the virtual world's creator.  (Gr. 10+) Call #: SF CLINE, ERNEST, ebook available 
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